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The story of the 2004 elections is that new voters, especially low-
income people of color, turned out in record numbers and played a 
major role. Millions of people who ordinarily do not vote did so this year, 
many for the first time. The voting poor made their voices heard, becoming 
one of the most motivated, best coordinated, and fastest growing sectors 
of the American electorate. They voted in sufficient numbers to surpass the 
margin of victory or defeat in the presidential contest and dozens of other 
key races, some of which were won by Democrats and some Republicans. 
Equally significant, the grassroots organizations that mobilized these 
voters have built a coalition that can sustain this surge in low-income voter 
participation for future election cycles.

The power of these new voters is not so much that they tended to vote 
for one candidate or another, but that they could win the election for any 
candidate—if that candidate gives these voters the attention, respect, 
and responsiveness that they deserve. Every new incumbent and would-
be challenger should know that addressing the concerns of these newly 
activated poor voters is essential.

Over the past year, the Center for 
Community Change partnered with 53 
organizations in 26 states to launch 

the Community Voting Project, a $2.5 million 
initiative to register and turn out disadvantaged 
voters in poor communities. The constituencies 
of these organizations include new immigrants, 
Native Americans, and other low-income people 
of color in both rural and urban areas. Through 
these neighborhood-based collaborations, 
the Center registered 147,029 new voters 
and mobilized another 128,655 “occasional” 
voters who were already on the rolls but 
participated infrequently in past elections. 
Given their history as non-voters, many of these 
275,684 new and infrequent voters would not 

The Poor at the Polls

have turned out on Election Day without the 
Community Voting Project.

To select these projects, the Center looked to 
states in which there were large populations of 
poor people who historically did not vote and 
places where there were effective community-
based organizations that could partner with the 
Community Voting Project. While the Center 
supported nonpartisan voter work in more than 
two dozen states, the bulk of our resources was 
invested in 18 urban and rural areas through 
“intensive” site partnerships. (Descriptions of 
these intensive sites appear on page 10). In 
at least five federal races, the number of low-
income and minority voters mobilized by the 
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Center—whomever they favored at the ballot 
box—exceeded the win/loss margin of victory for 
that particular race. 

The Community Voting Project had a unique 
advantage over other nonpartisan programs that 
deployed armies of temporary organizers from 
outside the community to register and educate 
new voters. Our partnerships with permanent 
grassroots organizations leveraged the reputation 
and credibility of these groups in the local 
communities that have come to know them 
through long years of service. Voters in these 
areas knew that these organizations would remain 
active in the community after the election.

This grassroots field structure also facilitated 
direct communication with voters. Donald 
Green and Alan Gerber of Yale University have 
shown that person-to-person contact with voters 
is dramatically more effective in improving 
turnout than political mail, phone messages, 
and other non-personal forms of voter contact. 

Personal contact with voters was the heart of 
our program, through neighborhood canvassing, 
one-on-one conversations in congregations, and 
similar outreach. 

Working closely with these grassroots partners, the 
Center identified neighborhoods that seemed best 
suited for this person-to-person outreach. A total 
of 256 precincts were selected within the service 
areas of our local allies. We defined these areas by 
precinct, rather than cities or counties, to enable 
accurate measurement of the impact of our work 
in registering and activating voters. Since precincts 
represent the boundaries that election officials use 
to report voter registration and turnout, we were 
able to focus on communities with the lowest voter 
turnout, and better able to measure our success in 
engaging these citizens. 

Precincts were prioritized on the basis of high 
poverty rates and low levels of voter participation 
in previous elections. The infrequent voters 
targeted by the Community Voting Project were 

n Dark purple states represent “intensive” 
partnerships and grey identifies states 
with smaller projects.

Community Voting Project Locations
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residents of these selected precincts, and were 
the focus of our voter registration, education and 
turnout efforts.

A preliminary chart of turnout in the Center’s 256 
precincts appeasr on pages 11-12. Approximately 
350,000 individuals of voting age live in these 
targeted precincts, 235,000 of whom are 
registered to vote (67.2%). As a whole the 
precincts are predominantly minority. Roughly 
a third of the voting age population is white 
(35.6%), a third is African-American (32.2%), 
and a quarter is Latino (24.1%).

This report is being published before a 

complete survey of the Center’s 256 priority 
precincts is possible. County and town clerks 
are still finalizing their election results in many 
locations. However, a survey of 76 precinct 
tallies released thus far shows a 6% increase 
over the 2000 election at the Center’s intensive 
sites, and a 7% increase in this year’s turnout 
levels when compared to precincts that were 
not in our program. Native American voters in 
South Dakota more than doubled their 2000 
performance at several polling locations, and 
neighborhoods in Columbia, South Carolina 
nearly achieved this same increase. A more 
complete description of these early precinct 
figures appears on pages 11-12. 

The Community Voting Project had a unique advantage over other 
nonpartisan programs that deployed armies of temporary organizers  
from outside the community to register and educate new voters.
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Every Vote Matters

The mission of the Community Voting Project 
was to elevate the identity and visibility of 
low-income constituencies in the electoral 

arena. At 36 million people, the poor constitute a 
major segment of society, and the power of their 
ballot can make an enormous difference when and 
if they choose to use it. Our purpose was not to 
help or hurt particular candidates. Indeed, it is rare 
that a candidate of any party truly addresses the 
needs and concerns of the poor. The Center’s efforts 
were designed to confront this neglect of low-
income communities and reverse the perception 
that their residents are politically inactive.

Through our registration and mobilization 
efforts, the Community Voting Project not only 
increased the civic participation of disadvantaged 
communities in 2004, but enhanced their political 
power as well. We have expanded the rolls of 
registered voters, while activating those individuals 
who were already registered but unlikely to 
participate without additional encouragement.

With the new leadership and organizing 
skills forged in this project, as well as new 

lists of educated and empowered people, the 
communities that were a part of the Community 
Voting Project are prepared to play a greater 
role in how public policy responds to their 
problems. Organizations that registered voters 
for the November 2004 elections will lead the 
movements for access to healthcare, better 
schools, living wages, immigration reform, 
and a host of other issues at the local, state, 
and national levels. Our newly registered or 
activated voters will become the activists who 
will fill city council chambers, write letters to 
governors, and testify at congressional hearings. 
The organizations and people that participated 
in the Community Voting Project see the effort as 
part of their ongoing work on behalf of social and 
economic justice for their communities.

There is no more immediate and concrete example 
of the power of the voting poor than a comparison of 
the numbers of voters mobilized by the Community 
Voting Project and the margin of victory or defeat 
in five federal races. In each of these contests, the 
number of the Center’s new and targeted voters 
exceeded this margin for that particular race.

At 36 million people, the poor constitute a major segment of society, and the power 
of their ballot can make an enormous difference when and if they choose to use it. 
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CVP Voters and Election Margins

South Dakota
CVP outreach (16,043 voters)

Margin of Victory 
(US Senate)

New Mexico
CVP outreach (26,640 voters)

Margin of Victory 
(NM Presidential)

Wisconsin
CVP outreach (48,624 voters)

Margin of Victory 
(WI Presidential)

Louisiana
CVP outreach (38,284 voters)

Margin of Victory 
(US Senate)

New Mexico
CVP outreach (26,017 voters)

Margin of Victory 
(Congressional1st District)

(4,535)

(10,781)

(11,813)

(38,143)

(24,419)
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Secrets of Success

To implement this new initiative, the 
Center has taken the proven GOTV 
strategies used by political campaigns 

and applied them to a nonpartisan effort rooted 
in community organizing. The most successful 
elements of these strategies are already core 
to the grassroots organizations involved in the 
project. In fact, campaign professionals have 
been adopting the person-to-person recruitment 
methods pioneered by community organizers for 
years now to improve their own voter contact 
strategies. While some community groups have 
engaged in voter work before, the application of 
these organizing methods in combination with 
campaign-style communications and a voter-file 
driven program represents a major innovation for 
the grassroots sector. 

Three principles from campaigns and elections 
have been especially useful in guiding the 
Community Voting Project’s efforts. They include:

 Careful targeting; 

 Repeated contact; and 

 Consistent message. 

TARGETING: To avoid random or diffuse activity, 
an effective voter program should define the 
universe of voters it intends to mobilize and 
focus on this particular audience. In the case 
of the Community Voting Project, our voters 
were primarily low-income people of color. 
Targeting these individuals required a voter file, 
an electronic database of specific people similar 
to a mailing list, which provided our outreach 
efforts with a strategic direction throughout  
the program.
 
The Community Voting Project created its 
own voter file from scratch, dividing this list 
among the intensive sites for their respective 
locations. Roughly half of our targeted voters 
were new registrants recruited by the sites 
themselves. Photocopies of all registration forms 
were data-entered into the voter file and later 
verified against the official rolls. Other targeted 
individuals were identified from voter lists that 
we purchased from county clerks and state 
election offices. To further enhance the voter file, 
the Center’s grassroots partners also contributed 
their own membership lists to make sure these 
constituencies participated on Election Day, too.

TARGETING   REPETITION   MESSAGE   TARGETING   REPETITION   MESSAGE
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The program also took steps to avoid individuals 
who were likely to vote without further 
encouragement, so that we could make more 
efficient use of our time and resources with 
less reliable voters. We purchased voter history 
files from county clerks that identified the prior 
participation of voters in past elections. We 
excluded high-performing voters and concentrated 
on infrequent voters in low performing precincts. 
Our final voter file consisted of 275,684 low-

income people of color, including both new and 
infrequent voters.

REPETITION: Convincing a person to adopt a 
new behavior, such as voting for the first time, 
requires that the action seem reasonable and 
aligns with one’s self-interest. Yet even if the 
person is convinced to take this action, the 
likelihood that he or she will actually follow 
through can only be assured by repeated 
contact. New voters must be reminded over and 
again to vote on Election Day. Repetition is the 
key to increasing voter participation.

Virtually every aspect of the Community Voting 
Project’s mobilization drive has been guided 
by the principle of repetition. We canvassed 
the same voters door-to-door that we had 
registered to vote at an earlier point in the 
program, reminding them of this registration 
and asking that they pledge to vote on Election 
Day. We called every voter for whom we had 
a telephone number at least three times, more 
frequently in many locations. We distributed 
enormous quantities of literature—flyers, door 
hangers, and other education materials—
reminding voters again that the election was 
soon approaching. On Election Day itself, we 
deployed crews of volunteers and paid workers 
to fan out across our targeted precincts to 
locate voters at their homes and remind them 

that November 2 had arrived and it was time to 
cast their ballots.

This repetition paid off. Turnout in the 
Community Voting Project’s targeted precincts 
was 6 percent higher than in the 2000 
presidential election and 7% higher than 
nearby precincts this year that were not part 
of the program. While previous elections were 
no less important than 2004 in terms of the 

well-being of low-income constituencies, this 
year disadvantaged voters received the kind 
of sustained encouragement they needed to 
participate in much greater numbers.

MESSAGE: Once an audience of unregistered 
and infrequent voters has been identified in the 
voter file and a program of repeated contact 
is implemented, there remains the question of 
what to communicate to them. The message 
emphasized by the Community Voting Project 
has been that voting matters. Voters have 
been called upon to act—to leave the sidelines 
and take a stand for their families, their 
communities, and themselves.

We didn’t tell voters whom to support. We did 
tell them that if they care about the issues that 
affect their families and their communities, they 
must make their voices heard on Election Day. 
Politicians only listen to people who vote, and 
the voting poor is a constituency on the move 
that refuses to be ignored any longer. 

This theme was kicked off earlier in the year, 
when the Center brought over 3,000 low-income 
voters to Columbia, South Carolina before the 
February 3rd presidential primary. The “People’s 
Agenda for Economic Justice” put six of the 
eight presidential candidates who attended the 
event on notice that low-income people would 

The message emphasized by the Community Voting Project has been that 
voting matters. Voters have been called upon to act—to leave the sidelines 
and take a stand for their families, their communities, and themselves.
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147,029 Number of newly registered low-income and minority citizens

340,594 Number of non-partisan GOTV telephone calls

388,528 Number of homes visited to discuss the issues at stake for low-income people

4,790 Number of volunteers recruited to register and mobilize voters

101 Number of media articles featuring community involvement in this initiative

80 Number of radio or television stories featuring our intensive sites

36,804 Number of specific pledges to vote gathered by our intensive site programs

559,718 Number of flyers, postcards, and door-hangers distributed

30,310 Number of voters attending community events related to this initiative

demand a response to the problems affecting 
low-income neighborhoods. This approach was 
adopted by each of our grassroots partners as 
they communicated to voters locally, focusing on 
the salient issues of their communities. 

We pointed out to voters that 36 million 
Americans are living in poverty. One out of six 
Americans has no health insurance. Fourteen 
million Americans are spending more than half 
their incomes on housing. We talked about the 
hate crimes, intimidation and threats to civil 
liberties faced by millions of immigrants. 
Throughout all of these conversations and 

in all of our voter education materials, there 
is no mention of any particular candidate or 
party. Our purpose has not been to assess the 
policy choices facing voters on the ballot, but 
to underscore the issues facing low-income 
communities and the urgency to participate in 
the electoral process.

Over the course of this year, we have 
communicated this message on a massive 
scale. Aggregate numbers for the Center’s 
accomplishments can only hint at the kind of 
energy that caused voter participation to soar 
this year: 

Accomplishments of the Community Voting Project
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The success of this year’s effort has 
exceeded our expectations for a new 
initiative. Our grassroots partners deserve 

the lion’s share of the credit and we applaud 
their tremendous work. Yet the scale of the 2004 
program was not nearly enough.

Over the course of future election cycles, the 
Center will expand the Community Voting Project 
to many more organizations. We are committed 
to build an electoral program large enough to 
mobilize the voting poor in proportion to their true 
numbers. These new voters will not only elevate 
low-income issues on the federal level, but 
demand solutions to these problems on the state 
and municipal levels as well. 

This year’s effort has been designed with this 
longer view in mind. Beyond the intensive sites 
that conducted our large-scale programs in 12 
states, the Center invested several hundred 
thousand dollars in 37 smaller programs across 
19 states. Our partners in these smaller, “general” 
sites typically lacked the capacity to staff larger 
efforts, and our investment in them has been to 

Building Grassroots Capacity
build this capacity for future years.

Our general sites have seeded the ground to 
expand grassroots electoral capacity beyond 
the existing intensive sites. By 2006, many of 
these general sites will be prepared to coordinate 
intensive-site programs. Still other community 
organizations will be recruited to both programs 
in 2006 and 2008, when we have set a goal 
to double the size of our project. Through these 
efforts, the voting poor will become one of the 
most significant electoral constituencies in the 
next presidential election.

The next page summarizes this year’s intensive 
sites, which ranged from neighborhood 
organizations to immigrant rights coalitions, from 
community job centers to tribal colleges. They 
represented diverse constituencies like residents 
of mobile home parks in Missouri, farm workers 
in Oregon, and congregational members in the 
Midwest. Each organization conducted a highly 
effective program of voter contact, following 
comprehensive and repeated training sponsored 
by the Center. 
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ILLINOIS: The Illinois Coalition for Immigrant 
and Refugee Rights (ICIRR) registered 27,054 
newly naturalized immigrants and targeted 
7,385 infrequent voters through a coalition 
of 132 community, ethnic and religious 
organizations in the Chicago metropolitan 
region. Much of this work occurred in 
Chicago’s suburban counties, where the 
growth of immigrant populations over the 
past decade has increased the racial and 
economic diversity of the electorate. 

LOUISIANA: Louisiana ACORN registered 
20,161 new voters and targeted 18,123 
infrequent voters in predominantly African-
American neighborhoods of New Orleans, 
Baton Rouge, and Lake Charles. Community 
organizers canvassed residents door-to-
door and registered people at social service 
agencies, busy bus stops and shopping 
centers.

MICHIGAN: Michigan Interfaith Voice 
(MI*Voice), an affiliate of the Gamaliel 
Foundation, registered 15,011 new voters 
and targeted 17,369 infrequent voters 
through congregations in Detroit, Saginaw, 
and Kalamazoo. A statewide issues 
convention, candidate forums, and large 
public meetings of 2,000 to 7,000 people 
enhanced the public visibility of  
this project.

MISSOURI: A diverse group of organizations 
in this state registered 13,342 new voters 
and targeted 23,458 infrequent voters. The 
coalition included GrassRoots Organizing 
(GRO) in rural central Missouri, Kansas City 
ACORN, and Metropolitan Congregations 
United in the St. Louis area. By pooling their 
capacities, the partners created a large-
scale project that includes urban, suburban, 
and rural low-income voters, primarily in 
African American communities.

NEW MEXICO: Southwest Organizing Project, 
the Human Needs Coordinating Council, and 
Albuquerque ACORN registered a combined 
total of 10,843 new voters and targeted 
15,797 infrequent voters. The project reached 
out to low-income Latino voters, including 

Intensive Site Partnerships
both immigrant and native-born individuals, 
through door-knocking, high-volume sites 
with lots of pedestrian traffic, local churches 
and community-based organizations.

NORTH CAROLINA: Charlotte ACORN 
used door-knocking and outreach to 
local shopping centers to register 5,000] 
new voters and target 265 infrequent 
voters, primarily in the African-American 
community.

OREGON: Voz Hispana Causa Chavista 
registered 2,064 new voters and targeted 
561 infrequent voters in Marion county, 
mostly in Latino working-class and immigrant 
communities. They organized a “Latino Vote” 
voter education campaign that emphasized 
ethnic pride to recruit volunteers for voter 
registration, canvassing, phone banking, and 
voter education activities.

SOUTH CAROLINA: South Carolina Fair Share 
and Carolina Peace Resource Center 
registered a combined total of 3,611 new 
voters and targeted 6,944 infrequent 
voters. Their efforts concentrated on 
African American voters in Columbia and 
its suburbs, reaching voters through house 
meetings, door-knocking, and community 
events.

SOUTH DAKOTA: Northern Plains Tribal 
Voter Education Project registered 7,950 
new Native American voters and targeted 
8,093 infrequent voters on the Cheyenne 
River, Pine Ridge, and Rosebud Indian 
reservations. The effort partnered with 
Tribal Colleges and urban Indian groups 
to communicate the importance of civic 
participation in the Native communities.

WISCONSIN: Voces de la Frontera, an 
emerging immigrant rights coalition, and 
Wisconsin Citizen Action Fund, a successful  
statewide organization, worked together 
to register 15,326 new voters and target 
33,298 infrequent voters. The constituency 
focused on immigrant Latino immigrants 
in the Milwaukee, Green Bay, and Racine 
metropolitan areas.
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State County Town Ward/Precinct
Minority

VAP
2004 VAP

Turnout
Comparison with 
Similar Precinct

IL Cook Chicago 35 74.2% 36.9% +2.7%
IL Cook Chicago 46 44.2% 45% +9.7%
IL Cook Cicero 7 87.8% 20.7% +3.1%
IL Cook Cicero 9 89.1% 21.1% +0.1%
IL Cook Leyden 21 66.8% 20.7% +5.2%
IL Cook Lyons 48 12.7% 42.4% +7.2%
IL Cook Maine 11 7.7% 46.4% +2.4%
IL Cook Maine 13 10.1% 52.6% +7.3%
IL Cook Maine 28 57.6% 20.9% +0.3%
IL Cook Niles 15 38.5% 35.9% +5.6%
IL Cook Niles 24 36.5% 29.2% +2.1%
IL Cook Niles 66 28.8% 56.8% +0.2%
IL Cook Niles 85 39.9% 37.8% -1.2%
IL Cook Orland 31 10.4% 57.8% +9.9%
IL Cook Palos 44 30.8% 31.1% +0.9%
IL Cook Proviso 10 88.9% 32.6% -6.2%
IL Cook Proviso 15 61.5% 35.4% +5.2%
IL Cook Proviso 140 84% 21% -8.0%
IL Cook Proviso 158 27.7% 44.9% +8.3%
LA Orleans New Orleans 8-9 98.6% 55.3% +0.7%
LA Orleans New Orleans 8-10 95.6% 49.9% +5.2%
LA Orleans New Orleans 8-11 97.9% 61.2% +14.6%
LA Orleans New Orleans 8-12 96.5% 56.3% +6.7%
LA Orleans New Orleans 9-1 80.6% 44% -0.7%
LA Orleans New Orleans 9-2 83% 49.6% +6.7%
LA Orleans New Orleans 9-3 98.9% 70.6% +23.2%
LA Orleans New Orleans 9-4 96.1% 58.3% +3.7%
LA Orleans New Orleans 9-5 99% 55% -13.1%
LA Orleans New Orleans 9-7 93.7% 56.8% -2.3%
LA Orleans New Orleans 9-8 98.6% 65.9% +28.6%
LA Orleans New Orleans 9-9 73.5% 43.9% +12.0%

Note: This report is being released on 
November 5, 2004, just 72 hours after the 
election. Its purpose is to provide a quick 
assessment of the Community Voting Project’s 
accomplishments this year. An expanded 
report is planned for early 2005, which will 
make use of updated voter files to evaluate the 
participation levels of individual voters.

At the time of this writing, most counties have not 
certified their election results or released precinct-
level information to the public. The chart below 
lists 76 of the Center’s priority 256 precincts for 
which turnout information is known at this time.

Each of these 76 precincts has been matched with 
a comparable precinct in the same jurisdiction that 
has similar demographic characteristics for the 
voting age population. These matched precincts 
received no outreach from the Community Voting 
Project and are a basis of comparison for the 
effectiveness of our mobilization effort. Among 
the total voting age population of 171,711 in our 
priority precincts, 74,420 voters cast a ballot. 
This participation rate compares to 62,368 
ballots in similar precincts that had a voting age 
population of 172,287. On average, the Center’s 
precincts performed 7.1 percent higher than these 
comparable precincts. 

2004 Precinct Performance
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State County Town Ward/Precinct Minority
VAP

2004 VAP
Turnout

Comparison with 
Similar Precinct

LA Orleans New Orleans 9-11 53% 40.3% -2.4%
LA Orleans New Orleans 9-12 44.3% 48.1% +21.5%
LA Orleans New Orleans 9-13 29.8% 53.2% +43.3%
LA Orleans New Orleans 9-14 65.8% 43.6% +15.3%
LA Orleans New Orleans 9-15 63.7% 52.3% -38.4%
LA Orleans New Orleans 9-16 70.4% 44.8% +21.3%
LA Orleans New Orleans 9-17 95.7% 49.8% +9.3%
LA Orleans New Orleans 9-18 94.7% 54.1% +15.4%
LA Orleans New Orleans 9-19 91.9% 36.8% -27.7%
LA Orleans New Orleans 9-21 97.1% 47.7% -24.3%
LA Orleans New Orleans 9-22 98.5% 53.6% +14.7%
LA Orleans New Orleans 9-23 99.3% 63.4% +10.4%
LA Orleans New Orleans 17-9 96.4% 57% +6.8%
LA Orleans New Orleans 17-11 98.5% 61.2% +20.4%
LA Orleans New Orleans 17-12 94.4% 52.1% -8.3%
LA Orleans New Orleans 17-13 99.2% 56.2% +3.5%
LA Orleans New Orleans 17-13A 99.6% 68.7% +18.4%
LA Orleans New Orleans 17-14 96% 47.1% -11.1%
LA Orleans New Orleans 17-16 95.4% 45.4% -7.1%
MI Kalamazoo Kalamazoo 7 29.5% 31.4% -19.2%
MI Kalamazoo Kalamazoo 8 51.6% 37.6% +23.6%
MI Kalamazoo Kalamazoo 9 89.1% 45.5% +24.4%
MI Kalamazoo Kalamazoo 10 24.9% 42.8% -10.8%
MI Kalamazoo Kalamazoo 11 63.4% 40.1% -18.3%
MI Kalamazoo Kalamazoo township 11 12.2% 39.1% +5.3%
SC Richland Columbia 7 96.3% 40.7% +11.2%
SC Richland Columbia 8 98.4% 43.4% +2.0%
SC Richland Columbia 9 98.5% 38.4% +4.6%
SC Richland Columbia 19 98.1% 40.6% +0.5%
SC Richland Columbia 21 92% 57.1% +13.6%
SC Richland Columbia 32 98.4% 29.2% +1.1%
SD Shannon East Shannon UT Batesland 81.1% 51.8% -19.2%
SD Shannon East Shannon UT Kyle 92.5% 66.4% +27.2%
SD Shannon East Shannon UT Sharps Corner 94.2% 59.8% +20.6%
SD Shannon West Shannon UT Cuny Table 93.6% 39% -0.2%
SD Shannon West Shannon UT Manderson 96.7% 70.4% +31.2%
SD Shannon West Shannon UT Oglala 95.7% 58.7% +19.5%
SD Shannon West Shannon UT Pine Ridge 1 96.2% 64.5% +25.3%
SD Shannon West Shannon UT Pine Ridge 2 95.8% 90.7% +51.5%
SD Shannon West Shannon UT Pine Ridge 3 90% 56.3% +17.1%
WI Racine Racine 4 88.6% 51.4% +3.8%
WI Racine Racine 6 31.9% 72.6% +10.1%
WI Racine Racine 9 40.9% 53.1% +29.6%
WI Racine Racine 10 37.8% 63.4% +0.4%
WI Racine Racine 11 79.2% 46.3% +5.6%

*Comparable precincts were located in the same jurisdiction and had similar demographic characteristics to our priority precincts, but 
received no outreach from the Community Voting Project.
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The Center for Community Change is a progressive social justice organization whose mission is 
to support the emergence of one or more movements for social and economic justice in the U.S. 
The Center strives to transform the national debate and national politics as well as the institutions, 
economic systems and policies that affect working class people, especially people of color.

The heart of our work is helping grassroots leaders build strong organizations that bring people 
together to become a positive force for change. To do this, we help people develop the skills and 
resources they need to improve their communities and influence the policies and institutions that 
affect their lives. 
 
 The Center:

• Coordinates and supports national issue campaigns that integrate grassroots mobilization, 
policy development, communications, research and alliance building. These campaigns are not 
only vehicles for winning specific policy changes, but also means of building relationships and 
increasing the potential for greater changes to come. 

• Engages low-income communities and communities of color in political participation, including 
voter registration and mobilization efforts, and connecting to issue politics. 

• Advocates for strategies and policies that address racial and economic injustice in our society, 
and that lift up all Americans, especially low-income people, people of color and immigrants. 
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